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The volume of tantalum versus pressure has been aurately measured up to 101 GPa by single-
rystal x-ray diration, with helium as pressure transmitting medium. Slight deviation from pre-
vious stati determinations is observed. Disrepany with redued shok-wave and ultrasoni data
supports reent doubts about the alibration of the ruby pressure sale. Finally, rst priniple al-
ulations of the literature show a positive urvature in P (V ) relative to the experimental data, even
with a modied pressure sale.
PACS numbers: 07.35.+k, 64.30.+t, 61.10.Nz
Ta is a transition metal (Z=73 and the Xe 4f
14
5d
3
6s
2
equilibrium atomi onguration), with a simple b
struture stable to at least 174 GPa
1
. Beause of its
fundamental interest and its use as an important teh-
nology material, the equation of state (EoS) of Ta has
been studied by several experimental tehniques
2
,
3
,
4
,
1
,
5
and numerous ab-initio density funtional theory (DFT)
eletroni struture alulations
6
,
7
,
8
,
9
. However, the EoS
of Ta is still not known with a satisfatory auray. On
the experimental side, small dierenes between stati
determinations are observed
1
,
5
, and more important dis-
repanies exist among ultrasoni measurements
2
, shok-
wave results
3
,
4
, and stati determinations
1
,
5
. On the
theoretial side, systemati deviations are seen between
alulations with the two mostly used approximations of
the exhange-orrelation energy of the eletrons, and re-
liable experimental data are needed to validate one of
these approximations
9
. Here below, we report aurate
EoS data of Ta, based on single-rystal x-ray diration
(XRD), up to 101 GPa under quasi-hydrostati ondi-
tions. We ompare these data with previous measure-
ments and DFT alulations.
Six runs were dediated to the measurement of au-
rate volume data of Ta versus pressure by synhrotron
single rystal x-ray diration, on the ID30 beamline at
the ESRF (Grenoble, Frane). Small single rystal grains
(4 µm in the maximum dimension), hosen in a tantalum
powder (averaged size 10 µm, 99.9 % purity, Goodfel-
low produt) on the basis of their external shape, were
loaded in membrane diamond anvil ells, with helium as
pressure transmitting medium. We heked by interfer-
ometry that the thikness of sample hamber was always
larger than the dimension of the rystal. The rst two
experiments have been arried out using single rystal
energy dispersive XRD and the other four using angle
dispersive monohromati XRD at 0.3738 Å. The same
tehnique had been used to measure with high auray
the equation of state of low-Z systems in the 100 GPa
range
10
. An average of 7 reetions were measured in
eah run ; absolute unertainty in the lattie parame-
ter is at maximum of 10
−3
. The pressure was estimated
from the luminesene of a small ruby ball (less than 4
µm in diameter) and its quasi-hydrostati alibration11.
Non-hydrostati stresses were observed to be negligible
beause the shape of the diration spot for a given re-
etion showed no sign of deterioration of the rystalline
quality of the sample. Exept in one run, when a leak
of helium through a diamond frature aused a deteri-
oration of the pressurization onditions above 70 GPa,
and the volume of a strained sample, bridged between
the diamond tips, was subsequently measured.
P V (Å3) P V (Å3) P V (Å3) P V (Å3)
10.9 17.142 44.2 15.204 9.2 17.243 52.5 14.814
32.0 15.717 54 14.761 10.6 17.140 58.7 14.554
41.2 15.300 35.3 15.573 12.0 17.026 65.5 14.266
11.4 17.088 52.5 14.763 13.5 16.942 70 14.143
15 16.815 71.9 14.047 15.0 16.833 90 13.449
20.6 16.473 82.5 13.697 16.1 16.751 31 15.843
25.8 16.178 84.8 13.554 17.4 16.662 36.2 15.585
31.3 15.880 85.8 13.541 19.1 16.557 39.7 15.415
36.0 15.554 91.3 13.379 20.8 16.449 45.6 15.135
41.5 15.351 95.9 13.225 22.4 16.353 50.2 14.919
47 15.069 100.9 13.145 24.0 16.263 55.5 14.693
51.4 14.853 2.3 17.838 26.2 16.129 66.5 14.257
56.8 14.566 3.6 17.704 27.9 16.036 74.1 13.998
60.8 14.453 5.0 17.585 30.1 15.914 79.9 13.795
64.3 14.42 6.7 17.436 1.1 17.933 85.8 13.634
65.7 14.307 7.8 17.354 0 18.033
TABLE I: Atomi volume of Ta measured versus pressure by
single-rystal XRD in helium pressure transmitting medium.
The P − V data points measured under hydrostati
onditions are presented in Table I. They are plotted in
Fig. 1 and ompared to the data obtained with uniax-
ial stress onditions in the broken diamond run. It is
seen that a non-hydrostati pressure leads to overesti-
mate the volume. The ambient pressure atomi volume
was measured equal to 18.033(50) Å
3
, whih agrees with
ambient T and P literature data (18.065 Å3,12). The
unertainty in the volume determination is smaller than
3.10
−3
, whih orresponds to a pressure unertainty of
1.5 GPa at 100 GPa. The estimated pressure error bars
inlude the pressure gradient between the ruby ball and
the Ta rystal and range from 0.05 GPa at 1 GPa to 1
GPa at 100 GPa, if the ruby pressure sale is assumed
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FIG. 1: Pressure versus volume data of Ta at 300K. The
dots and irles are respetively the data measured under hy-
drostati onditions and non-hydrostati onditions. The full
line is the Vinet t of the data as disussed in the text. P =
3K0x
−2(1−x) exp(1.5(K′0−1)(1−x)), with x = 1−(V/V0)
1/3
and V0 = 18.033 Å
3
, K0 = 194 GPa, K
′
0 = 3.25. Inset :
F (x) = ln(Px2/(1 − x)) = ln(3K0) +
3
2
(K′0 − 1)(1 − x), is
the linearized form of the Vinet funtion whih is used to
determine K′0 ± 0.1.
to be orret. Therefore, the error in the volume de-
termination, intrinsial to the XRD tehnique is mainly
responsible of the sattering of the experimental points
as seen in Fig. 1.
To provide the useful physial parameters, namely vol-
ume V0, bulk modulus K0, and its pressure derivative
K ′0, under ambient onditions, the P −V data points are
generally tted by an EoS formulation. The least square
t of the data with an universal form of the equation of
state should ideally give the same value for V0, K0 and
K ′
0
as the ones measured independently at zero pressure
by XRD for V0 and by ultrasound propagation for K0
and K ′
0
. We have tted the data with three most-used
forms of the EoS in the literature: third-order Birh-
Murnaghan EoS
13
(BM), Vinet EoS
14
(V) and the EoS
proposed by Holzapfel
15
(H). In this pressure range, very
similar values of K0 (between 196 and 199 GPa), and K
′
0
(between 3.07 and 3.30), are obtained with these three
forms, that give omparable quality of the ts. The Vinet
t has been hosen to reprodue the present data. In the
ase of the Vinet t, the data an be seen in a linearized
form, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. It is seen that the
data points above 50 GPa are important to unambigu-
ously onstrain the K ′0 value of the slope. The results of
the various Vinet ts of the data (xing V0, as measured;
xing V0 and K0 as given by ultrasoni measurements;
using the reently proposed modiation of the alibra-
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FIG. 2: Pressure dierene between various experimental de-
termination of the pressure-volume relationship of Ta. ∆P
expresses the dierene for a given atomi volume, between
the various experimental data and our tted Vinet EoS, and
it is plotted versus the atomi volume (bottom) and the or-
responding pressure given by the Vinet EoS disussed in the
text.
tion of the ruby pressure sale
16
) are ompared in table II
to ultrasoni measurements (the adiabati to isothermal
orretion had been done in ref.
2
) and to the redued
Hugoniot data
7
. The K0 value obtained in the urrent
study, 198 ± 3.4 GPa, is in orret agreement with the
ultrasoni one, 194 GPa. On the ontrary, a smaller K ′
0
is obtained, wether K0 is xed or not to its ultrasoni
value.
Study V0 K0 K
′
0 Tehnique, P range, EoS
urrent 18.033 198 3.07 XRD, 0-101 GPa, V
(3.4) (14)
urrent 18.033 194 3.25 XRD, 0-101 GPa, V
(4)
Cynn and Yoo
1
18.040 195 3.4 XRD, 0-174 GPa, BM
Hanand et al.
5
18.191 207.6 2.85 XRD, 0-70 GPa, H
Katahara et al.
2
194 3.83 US, 0-0.5 GPa
Wang et al.
4
194 3.70 RSW, 0-150 GPa, V
urrent,
mod P sale16 18.033 194 3.55 XRD, 0-105 GPa, V
TABLE II: Values of V0 (in Å
3
), K0 (in GPa) and K
′
0 for
the EoS of Ta. The urrent and literature X-Ray diration
(XRD) measurements are ompared to ultrasoni (US) and
redued shok-wave (RSW) measurements. For eah mea-
surement, the tehnique, the pressure range and the form of
the EoS (V, BM, H) are indiated. The parameters that have
been xed in the tting proedure are in bold font. Numbers
between parenthesis are the tting error bars (95 % ondene
interval). The last line presents the EoS parameters obtained
after modiation of the pressure sale
16
.
In Fig. 2, other experimental determinations of the
EoS of Ta are ompared through their dierenes with
the Vinet t of the present data (with V0=18.033 Å
3
,
K0 = 194 GPa, K
′
0 = 3.25). A systemati deviation be-
tween the present data and the ones of two reent XRD
3measurements is learly seen. The numerous low pres-
sure measurements of Hanand et al. give an atomi vol-
ume at ambient pressure of 18.186 Å
3
(0.8 % larger than
the present determination). This ould be due to a small
ontamination by hydrogen (a few perents), that is well-
known to lead to an expansion of the lattie
12
. For this
reason, the points plotted in Fig. 2 appear shifted from
our data. Due to its larger ompressibility at low pres-
sure (Fig. 2), the values of K0 tted on Hanand data
annot be reoniled with the ultrasoni value. However,
the ompression urve of Hanand et al. is parallel to
the urrent one at higher pressure. Low pressure data
points measured by Cynn and Yoo
1
exhibit a large sat-
ter. Also, an inreasing deviation between the present
EoS data and the data of Cynn is observed at P > 60
GPa. This ould be asribed to an uniaxial stress eet
in Cynn experiments
17
beause these data are following
the trend of our data points in the non-hydrostati run
(in this study, gold has been used as an x-ray pressure
standard
18
for the high pressure data points).
More severe inonsistenies exist between the present
XRD and the ultrasoni measurements or the redued
shok-wave EoS of tantalum. All XRD studies lead to
a smaller K ′0 than the ultrasoni one. Inserting the ul-
trasoni values
2
of K0 and K
′
0
in the Vinet formulation
generates an equation of state that deviates from our de-
termination at high pressure. As seen in Fig. 2, the EoS
generated from ultrasoni values of K0 and K
′
0 is in very
good agreement with the EoS of Ta obtained by the re-
dution of shok data to ambient T 3,4. The dierene
between the XRD EoS and the redued shok EoS or
the ultrasoni based EoS reahes 12 % in pressure at 150
GPa. Possible auses of these apparent inonsistenies
need to be examined and error bars estimated. The er-
ror on the redued Hugoniot data of tantalum
4
is laimed
to be of 5.5 % at 400 GPa, and less below 200 GPa. This
unertainty is aused both by unertainties in partile
and shok veloities measurements, and by the redution
proedure from Hugoniot temperature to the 300 K. The
sum of the error bars in the volume determination and in
the pressure measurements on the XRD EoS data points
amounts to an equivalent 2.5 GPa at maximum at 100
GPa. Consequently, the onsideration of umulative er-
ror bars on the redued Hugoniot and on the XRD EoS
annot reonile the dynami and stati determinations
of the EoS of Ta. To reonile our XRD data with the
redued Hugoniot data and the ultrasoni based EoS of
tantalum, it must be assumed that the ruby sale un-
derestimates the pressure by about 10% at 150 GPa. A
similar orretion of the ruby pressure sale has been re-
ently proposed by Holzapfel
16
. Moreover, a disrepany
between ab-initio alulations and x-ray measurements
of the pressure-volume relation of diamond has also been
asribed to an error of the ruby pressure sale of the
same magnitude
19
. As seen in table II, by using the new
ruby pressure sale proposed by Holzapfel, onsisteny
is reovered between the EoS of Ta obtained by stati
XRD and shok-wave measurements beause similar val-
25
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FIG. 3: Comparison between DFT alulations and experi-
mental P-V data points at 300K. The pressure dierene, for
a given atomi volume, between the ab-initio pressure and
the pressure of our tted Vinet EoS is plotted versus volume.
GGA and LDA alulations
9
are respetively represented by
bold and thin lines. The pressure hange due to ruby sale
sale of Holzapfel
16
is indiated as dotted line
ues of K0, and K
′
0
are then obtained. The ultrasoni
K ′0 value remains slightly (0.28) larger than the one ob-
tained by tting of ompression data, whih ould be due
to either experimental unertainties or approximations in
nite strain EoS formulation.
The ab-initio alulations of the EoS of Ta has been
produed in four reent studies
6
,
7
,
9
,
8
using density-
funtional theory. In priniple, this method involves ap-
proximations only in the exhange and orrelation en-
ergy alulation. Two forms are urrently used, namely
the Loal Density Approximation (LDA) and the Gener-
alized Gradient Approximation (GGA). The validity of
these approximations is in pratie established by their
ability to reprodue experimental results. Unertainties
might also arise onsequently to the hoie of the om-
putational method and of its inherent assumptions, but
they should be small, as it is seen by omparing three
reent GGA EoS
7
,
9
,
8
. These EoS agree within 3 GPa
at 150 GPa, although they are based on dierent om-
putational methods. Consequently, for legibility in Fig.
3, the LDA and GGA EoS are represented by the al-
ulation of Boettger
9
alone, and they are ompared to
the experimental data through the pressure dierene at
a given volume. It is observed here, as often, that the
ambient pressure volume is underestimated by LDA al-
ulations and overestimated by GGA alulations. What
seems to be more interesting here is that all DFT alu-
lations show a similar positive urvature relative to the
experimental data. The higher ompressibility at high
pressure of the experimental EoS ompared to the DFT
alulations annot be entirely due to the possible error
of the ruby pressure sale. In fat, if the new alibration
proposed by Holzapfel
16
, that reoniles all the experi-
mental determinations as disussed above, is used, the
larger experimental ompressibility still exists, as shown
4in Fig. 3, for pressures higher than 80 GPa.
In summary, the present work demonstrates that an
aurate determination of the volume of metals under
hydrostati onditions in the 100 GPa range an now be
ahieved by synhrotron single-rystal XRD with helium
as pressure transmitting medium. Consisteny with the
determination of the EoS of Ta by ultrasoni or shok-
wave methods an be reovered by using a alibration
of the ruby sale reently proposed. This highlights and
estimates the present unertainty of the ruby pressure
alibration. Similar EoS measurements under good hy-
drostati onditions up to the Mbar range should now
be performed on referene metals to address two impor-
tant issues pointed out in the present work: rst, to re-
due the unertainty of the ruby pressure sale, by a
omparison of these metal EoS data with the EoS de-
dued from high-temperature shok-wave, onsidered as
primary standards
11
; seond, to investigate if a higher ex-
perimental ompressibility than the alulated DFT one
is a systemati trend in metals and if it has a Z depen-
dene.
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